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DFC MISSION STATEMENT

To advance the sport of fly
fishing in Arizona through
education, conservation
and community outreach
efforts by:
Providing Education
classes and clinics on fly
fishing, fly casting, fly
tying, rod building and
other associated skills

•

• Committing to conserve,

restore, and enhance local
and regional fisheries

• Making fishing

approachable, enjoyable
and safe in family friendly
environment

• Promoting responsible
angling practices

CATCH US HERE:
Desert Fly Casters
Web Site
www.desertflycasters.com
President
Frank Schettino

Bob McKeon,

DFC Newsletter Editor, Graphic Guru,
Head Wrangler of Stuff, Certified
Lawn Tosser of Old Rods an' things.
Questions/Comments?
Catch me at:
rmckeon2@cox.net

Our May newsletter is packed with fly fishing articles along with Joe
Staller’s up- dated DFC Outings. Yup, might be we’re getting back to
normal with the outings and places to go. Jim Strogen has an interesting bit with his knots…important knots we all should have mastered. And, an unusual knot, The Riffle Hitch of a few years back, that
might be applied to our stream experiences now-a-days…rightly
discovered and chronicled by my fly rod wiggler assistant, "Doc"
I. B. Wisdom.
My focus article is the streamer. I’ve been a big fan of having a
few in my fishing vest, and they have proven worthy many times.
Of course the Mickey Finn and a Muddler Minnow come to mind
right away. I have admired many streamers and the pure excellence
in craftsmanship, artistic beauty along with the history of this part
of fishing the streams or lakes throughout the states. The tying of
streamers might date back to the late 1800’s. Notably the early
1900’s starting with Theodore Gordon, the “father” of dry fly fishing. As I present a few pages of this early part of fishing I searched
the internet for material along with relying on the book, “Streamer
Fly Tying and Fishing,” by Joesph D. Bates, Jr. I must admit that I was
overwhelmed with material(s). And, there is no doubt plenty more
on just the streamer alone to drop in another article sometime.
I brought together these pages in the newsletter with some brief
history and singled out the Black Ghost streamer, originally designed and tied by Herbert L. Welch in 1927. The history along with
the beauty- and proven practicality of fishing the Black Ghost in certain waters spoke to me. Must have something to do with my spirit
of inquiry and artistic background. As you skim over this streamer
section in the newsletter you’ll find “Smitty” a fly tier in Tampa that
has all the makings for Herbie’s Black Ghost streamer fly.
Enjoy
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I’m told that nostalgia is a form of self-harm, but to me
nostalgia functions much the same as an oral tradition, a way to
feel, as an adult, the joy one felt a a child.
Josh Greenberg, “Trout Water A year on the Au Sable”

Josh is the owner of Gates Lodge on the branch of the Au Sable River (Michigan)

2021 Membership Drive is on!

....Renew and Receive one ticket for a Dave Weaver Fly Rod
It’s time to renew your annual DFC 2021 Membership:

$35 Individual • $350 Life Time | Renewals or New Members get 1 ticket...
2 tickets for NEW Lifetime membership for the Dave Weaver Fly Rod drawing
in April. All Lifetime Members will automatically receive 2 tickets- each year!
2021 Dave Weaver Fly Rod: 10 ft • 3 wt Nymphing Special for those Salt River
adventures and beyond. Sensitive to the touch and crafted for many hours of pleasure.

BONUS PLUS!! Each month an added drawing for all who renew!
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Get in on the “monthly” added drawing for that extra little something from the DFC Board knowing you're
special keeping the club together during these troubled times. Each month there’s a drawing for those who
renewed during that month. Here’s the BONUS PLUS!! Your name will automatically be entered into the next
months drawing, and then the next month. You’ll have a chance to keep winning...there will be one winner each
month! Everyone has a chance to win along with the Dave Weaver Fly Rod in April.
For those who prefer pay by check:

Fill out Annual Membership Form found in this newsletter, attach your payment and mail.

DFC makes it easy to pay your dues....Just click on the link below. We are now PAYPAL!
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=HT2QMP9NY4VNW

DFC link to purchase Lifetime Family Membership Dues for $350...Click link below:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=9LS44D7GYS63J

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR DFC TROUT BUMS!!
President's Drift

Frank Schettino • May 2021
Greetings fellow DFC’ers,
Is it me or did April fly by. We don’t get much rain here, especially
lately, but in other parts of the country April showers bring May
flowers. Does anyone know what Mayflowers bring…..wait for it….
Pilgrims. For us May begins the “warm” weather. Ah who am I kidding, It’s HOT. On April 17th I attended our outing on the East Verde
River. I had the honor of fishing with Jim Strogen. Jim took us on a
tour of the East Verde where I got to see first hand the improvement
work done by AZGFD. Some of these improvements were funded
by donations from the DFC. A great job was done by all parties. I’m
also happy to say that I caught my first Gila trout, thanks Jim for a
great day on the river.
See you at the next Zoom meeting,
Tight Lines,
Frank Schettino
...bada-bing-bada-boom

...thanx jim strogen for this stunning photo of the president guy!
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2021 MAY DFC CLUB OUTING:

Lees Ferry Walk-In & Float Trip
Float: Thursday, May 20 – Sunday, May 23, 2021
Walk-In: Saturday, May 22 – Sunday, May 23, 2021

Last day to sign up is May 9th at midnight! Please email or call Rod Buchanan if you plan to attend
either the float or the walk-in. We have 3 spots left for the float. Thanks
WARNING: Please be aware of the risk and danger, including injury or death, involved in floating / paddling / wading any stretch
of moving water. Be sure the manufacturer approves the use of
your watercraft for the Class of Water, Load Capacity and River
Conditions you plan to encounter. Know your personal limitations. Follow all rules and regulations for the area. Have appropriate safety gear on board and be prepared to self-rescue. Always
check river flows and conditions in advance. River flows can
change during the day; be aware of what moving water is doing.
Most importantly – Wear an approved PFD at all times!

Host(s): Rod Buchanan
Email: rodbuchanan23@gmail.com
(please note email change!)
Phone: (209) 815-0062
Float Information (limited to 12 people):
Price: The cost of the back-haul service from Lees Ferry Boat
Launch upstream (approx. 14.5-miles) will vary slightly per person depending on what you are bringing up river. You must bring
at least $80 per person to the launch area and we will reconcile
the actual costs once we weigh and count your items. Here is the
cost basic breakdown:
$30 per person
$25 per boat/craft
$25 for gear up to 100lbs
Itinerary:
Thursday, May 20 – Meet at boat launch at 12:00pm SHARP to prepare gear for transport. Leave the boat launch at 2:00pm SHARP.
Camp upstream at drop-off location.
Friday, May 21 – Break camp and float /fish. Regroup downstream
at second riverside camp at horseshoe bend.
Saturday, May 22 - Float /fish back to Lees Ferry.
Sunday, May 23rd – Fish Walk-in
Overview: Paddle and Fish the Colorado River! For those seeking
a little more adventure; the DFC club will once again be organizing a self-guided river float. This is a fun trip, however probably not suited for everyone. The section we will be paddling
is “flatwater” and requires no paperwork or whitewater certification and is beginner friendly. We will begin our journey at
Lee’s Ferry Boat Launch where we will meet-up with the backhaul company. They will shuttle us, our watercrafts and gear
upstream. From there we will begin our decent back downstream, stopping to fish the various gravel bars and beaches.
There are six designated beach camping areas along the way,
were we will be camping the first and second night. The Colorado river between Glen Canyon Dam and Lees Ferry has very
few rough areas, requiring no maneuvering and no whitewater
experience. Although this 15-mile stretch is normally described
as “flatwater”, there are still a few dangers to be aware of. First,

there is a lot of motorized boat traffic, so prepare to deal with
their wake and make yourself as visible as possible to avoid a
collision. Add a flag and/or reflective tape to your watercraft,
wear bright colors, carry a flashlight and air horn or emergency
whistle. Second, the water is very cold. Always wear a PFD and
be aware that hypothermia is still a serious concern, even in mid
40-degree water. Third, avoid getting stranded or separated
from your watercraft. The flows fluctuate daily at Lees Ferry, so
make sure to properly secure your watercraft when beaching
and pay attention to rising water levels when wading. This is
a self-guided trip, therefore there are no guides or emergency
support staff. Keep in mind the inherent risks and safety issues
related to fishing moving water. Members must be in good physical condition, capable of paddling several miles, able to swim
in a moving current and perform self-rescue in the event of an
accident. Additionally, members will be responsible for providing their own approved watercraft, Personal Floatation Device
(PFD), safety equipment, meals, fishing & camping gear and
transportation (for them and their gear) to and from the river.
Watercraft: Approved Canoes, Kayaks, 2-person pontoon boats,
1-person pontoon boats (No Float Tubes!!) - Don’t forget Paddles and/or Oars!!
Safety Gear: Including, but not limited to the following: PFD,
Flashlight, Air Horn, Whistle, Throw Rope, Tow Line, Bilge Pump
(if applicable), Sponge (if applicable), Emergency Blanket, Extra
Paddle(s), Safety Flag, Reflective Tape, Medications, Etc.
Camping: Camping is only permitted in six designated spaces
along the river. Campsites are primitive and remote. They have
pit-toilets, fire rings, but not much else. Sites are first come, but
we will make every effort to stay together. Regarding camping
equipment, backpacking gear works best due to the limited
weight/space available on most watercrafts and the small size
of the campsites. Your camping gear should include, but not be
limited to: 1-2 person tent, sleeping pad, sleeping bag, water,
food, stove, spoon, lightweight chair or stool, toiletries and firstaid kit. Also, you will need good dry bags, or your stuff will get
wet. If you do not have the proper equipment, ask around and
you may be able to share a tent, stove, etc.
All participants will need to sign a Liability Waiver/Release before signing-up for this trip

Walk-In Information:
The Lee’s Ferry walk-in is a fun trip every time! There are a
number of accessible areas along the bank from the Lee’s Ferry launch area to the area by the camp ground. Also you could
hire a guide to take you up stream for the day. If you have never
done this it is very fun as well and you are bound to catch more
....continued on page 5>
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2021 MAY DFC CLUB OUTING:

Lees Ferry Walk-In
& Float Trip

fish than the walk-in. Unfortunately this year there will not be an
organized dinner on Saturday night so bring food or eat at one
of the restaurants. There are a number of hotels in that area and
you can camp at the campsite at Lee’s Ferry but it is first come/
first serve and they do not take reservations. Since the pandemic I have noticed the campground have been more full than
previous years!

Some additional information:
I called the hotels below and rooms are filling fast. I also called
the guide services and they only have a couple of openings for
May 23rd! I would make your reservations asap if you are planning on lodging or hiring a guide!
Guide Services: Marble Canyon Outfitters - 800.533.7339
Lees Ferry Anglers - 800.962.9755
Hotels: Marble Canyon Lodge 800.726.1789
Cliff Dwellers - 800.962.9755
One last note; I always will go to visit the local fly shops up there
at to find out what fly’s the fish are taking and buy a few. Best
$20-$30 you will spend! Hope you can make it!

DFC CLUB ZOOM WITH CINDA HOWARD
7:00 PM • Wednesday • May 12, 2021

Join Cinda Howard as she presents Fly Fishing
the Lakes and Streams of the White Mountains

Desert Fly Caster's is inviting you to our scheduled Zoom meeting for:
Wednesday Night, May 12, 2021, at 7:00pm AZ Time (MST).
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87478842814?pwd=aWdRbWJ4ZUU4RkdvVmkwc1pkckRRUT09
Meeting ID: 874 7884 2814 • Passcode: DFC21

Please Sign in a Few Minutes Early, to be Admitted from Waiting Room
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Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist - Life on the Fly
Payson Roundup Newspaper • Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com

Fly fishing can seem complicated. There are those long, graceful casts that
look really challenging to pull off. We have dry flies, wet flies, streamers, midges,
and emergers, that many fly fishers tie to imitate the natural food in the streams, rivers
and lakes. And then there are the knots that you should learn.
You can learn the basics and enjoy catching some fish on a fly in a day, then work on
incremental improvements as time and your interest allows. After more than fifty-five
years of fly fishing, I continue to learn something each time I fish.
Knots are an example of something that frustrates some anglers, that can really be
managed with just a bit of practice. I offer several fly fishing classes a year through
the Payson Parks and Recreation Department (paysonrimcountry.com) and knots are
a component of those classes. I would love to have you join us if you are interested.
Before I start talking about knots that I use in fly fishing, it might be useful to review
the four different sections of line on the fly reel. Each section is tied to the next section
with a different knot. The good news is that some of these knots are tied once and then
are good for sometimes years at at time.
The first line that goes on a fly reel is the backing, which is the same braided line that
bass anglers often use. After about a hundred yards of backing is spooled on the reel,
then about ninety feet of fly line is added. A tapered, clear leader about nine feet long is
attached to the fly line, and then about a two foot section of tippet material, the thinest
line on the reel, is added. The fly is attached to the tippet.

The knot that attaches the tippet to the leader is
my next most frequently tied knot. There are two
knots that I use for this purpose. One is much simpler to tie, but is a bit weaker. It is called the surgeon’s
knot. I use this knot a lot because it is quick and
works fine, but if I am willing to take an extra minute
or two, the stronger knot is the blood knot.
When I decide to use two flies, I cut one of the
tag ends from this knot and leave the other one
about 3 to 4 inches long to attach my dropper fly.
My trailer fly is tied at the end of the tippet about
two feet away from the knot.
To connect the leader to the fly line is perhaps
the simplest of all the knots if both your leader and
fly line have a loop on the end. The loop-to-loop
knot can be done in just a few seconds. If the leader
doesn’t have a loop on the end, then I would suggest
using a perfection knot to create a loop. The loopto-loop connection is often illustrated on leader
envelopes.

The surgeon’s knot and the clinch knot are the two that I tie about ninety-five percent
of the time, and both can be tied in about thirty seconds.

The knot that is used to attach the fly line to the
backing is called a nail knot. It is called a nail knot
because a common way to tie the knot is to utilize a
nail to create a pass-through space for line when this
knot is tied. I have found that a sturdy loop of twenty
pound monofilament works even better to create
that space and pull the line through the opening to
complete the knot.

It is best to practice under the best conditions possible, until you are quite comfortable with the knot. To me that means under great light at the dinner table. If any of
these knots are new to you, I’d suggest watching a demonstration on YouTube and tying
the knot while the video is running.

The arbor knot is what is use to tie the backing to
the fly reel. It too is a simple knot to tie, but once
tied, it could be years before you replace the backing
and have to tie it again.

The knot that I tie on every fishing trip is the clinch knot. This knot is familiar to most
anglers as the preferred knot for tying the line to the hook, lure, or fly. The demonstrations for the clinch knot are generally a little different than how I tie the knot, however.

The knots that I use the most are the clinch, surgeon’s, blood, and loop-to-loop. Some practice at
the dinner table will help you be ready to tie all of
them in no time at all on the stream.

That means that there are just a handful of knots that I need to know how to tie, and
in fact there are really only two or three that I tie regularly. The knots that I use include:
the arbor knot for tying the backing on to the reel, the nail knot to attach the backing
to the fly line, a loop-to-loop knot to connect the fly line to the leader, a surgeon’s knot
or a blood knot to connect the leader to the tippet, and a clinch knot to tie on the fly.

Most anglers tie the clinch knot by physically twisting the line around itself to form
the knot. Because I am using small flies and thin line, I prefer to twist the fly six to eight
times instead of the line. It creates the same line twists as the normal method, but gives
me more control over the tag end of the line that I like to keep short to minimize how
much of my tippet I have to cut after tying on a new fly.

Loop-to-loop
knot

Blood knot and Surgeon's knot illustration by Bob McKeon

Blood knot (left) and
Surgeon's knot (right)

Clinch knot
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White Mountains
Extravaganza
Big Lake
Friday-Sunday,
June 11 – 13, 2021

Come join your friends at DFC for our annual White Mountains outing to Big Lake. We have reserved 24 camp sites at the Fir group
site, which is in the Apache Trout campground.
Pets are allowed in Big Lake campgrounds but must be leashed.
The group camp site has hot showers and indoor plumbing! Saturday Social/Dinner: Gather in the group camp site pavilion. Dinner
will be about 6pm –The club will provide grilled meat (hot dogs,
hamburgers, or perhaps brats), please bring something to share.
How to sign up and reserve your campsite: Use this link to
pay your deposit on PayPal: https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/
webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=VYK8XAU4DRRHC.
Alternatively, mail your check for $40 and a note that this is for the
June White Mountains outing to:
PO Box 6404
Chandler, AZ 85246
Also, please contact the trip host (Joe Staller, joestaller@yahoo.
com) to let me know that you are attending. I can then keep you
updated on any new developments about this trip. (Like where the
fish are biting!)
Please sign up for this trip as soon as possible, but please, no
later than the end of May. At that time, I will cancel any unreserved
sites so that the club does not get charged. Do NOT assume that
you can just show up and pay $40, because it is unlikely that we
will have the space.
Hope to see you there!
Joe Staller • joseph.staller@nxp.com • (602) 568-9431

During the week of April 18-24, we celebrated National Volunteer Week. The past year has presented unique challenges
for volunteer organizations in our new Covid environment that have stretched the creativity of volunteers and the programs
they support. Moving their programs to virtual environments from in-person activities have taken a toll on the volunteers as
well as those they support but that did not weaken their resolve to deliver meaningful programs to their organizations. Clubs
like DFC and veteran support programs like Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing have survived the pandemic largely because of
the dedication of volunteers. I hope you will join me in saying “Thank You” to all the volunteers across the country who give
so much of themselves to make the lives of others more enjoyable.
Rich Simmons
Program Lead
Project Healing Waters Fly Fishing, Inc.
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English soldiers were stationed in the
Provinces of North America and when
they came they also brought their
hobbies, fishing for salmon being
one. They used the British styled full
dressed salmon fly patterns with the
blind eye hook and the gut loop for
attaching the fly.
The problem was rotten gut....they
were losing fish and flies !
It was somewhat curable when
they started throwing half hitches of
tippet behind the loop of gut. Low
and behold they found that attaching
the fly and having the tippet at a
ninety degree angle to the shank
the fly swam in an attractive way to
the salmon......the birth of the "riffle
hitch".
The Riffle Hitch or Riffling Hitch is a
knot that helps the fly to skim across
the surface of a river or stream to
attract fish feeding near the surface.
The resistance of the fly against
the current when swung, tossing and
wiggling your wet in a way resembles
a struggling insect trapped in the surface. It is usually employed by salmon
and steelhead fishermen however it
can also be highly effective for trout.

Step 1
Tie the fly on the tippet like normal using your favorite knot.
Mine's the improved clinch. Next, make an overhand loop in
the tippet, 2 inches in front of the hook eye.

I would even imagine the Riffle
Hitch knot quickly tied on for those
moments when fishing Rocky Point
might surprise both the fish and
fisherman. Or, some riffle on parts
of the Colorado River...a little wiggle
presentation could make the difference.

Step 2
Slide the loop onto the fly and cinch it down. You want this
half hitch to be situated on the first third of the fly, closer
to the head.
Step 3
Cinch a second loop onto the fly forward of the first hitch.

8

Step 4
Be sure to adjust your second hitch so that when you cast to the
far bank, the tippet extends from the side of the fly that's facing
you. You always want the fly to swing downstream headfirst, so when
changing banks, loosen the hitch and retighten it on the other side
of the head. Tied properly, the riffle hitch will cause the fly to ride
head up and tail down.

Useful information from the mind of "Doc" I. B. WISDOM...Noted chronicler of sorts
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DFC Trip to:

SOUTHERN UTAH

July 22-25, 2021
Host:
Dick Brooks

Dick Brooks (480) 203-9634 or email at:
gdubby77@gmail.com.
Texting or email is preferable, since calls from
unknown numbers just go to voicemail.

Where:
Base of operations; Loa, Utah

Route: Flagstaff -->Page-->Kabab-->Panguitch->Circleville-->Kingston-->Koosharem-->Loa. 8 hours,
23 minutes. 519 miles. Good Highway.

Lodging:

Dining:
Loa: Marinia’s Country Café
Bicknell: Reel Bites Café at the Bicknell Theater, SunglowMotel
Torrey: Several restaurants and eateries in town
Other services: Loa has a grocery store, hardware store, auto
parts and repair services
Fishing Opportunities:
Creeks and Rivers: UM creek (left and right forks), 7 mile
creek, East fork Sevier River, Jorgensen creek, Lake Creek,
Antimony creek
Lakes and Reservoirs: Piute Reservoir, Otter Creek Reservoir,
Fish Lake Reservoir, Johnson Valley Reservoir, Crater Lakes,
Mill Meadow Reservoir, Forsythe Reservoir, Paradise Valley
Reservoir plus others.

R. McKEON

Loa: The Quiet Flyfisher has a house to rent for ~$50/
night that can accommodate several people. Owner/
Contact is Mike James, 435-616-2319. Other places:
Snuggle Inn (877) 505-1936 and Road Creek Inn (435)
865-8259 or (800) 388-7688
Bicknell: Aquarius Inn (800)-833-5379. Sunglow Motel
(435) 425-3701. The Mills Cabins and Lodge (435) 4910426.
Torrey: Several RV Parks and motels in town. Some
rough tent campsites are also available. Torrey is the
“Gateway to Capitol Reef ” so prices are a little higher
here, and August is the prime season for Capitol Reef
Guides and Fly Shops: The Quiet Flyfisher in Loa, Mike James
owner. (435) 616-2319. Circle Valley Anglers. (435) 577-2168.
Gear: 4-6 wt rods, floating and sinking lines, strike indicators,
3X-5X leaders and tippet, sunglasses, hat, rain gear, waders and
boots (felt OK) bug spray, sunscreen. Loa is at 7000 foot elevation. You might want to bring a float tube or kick boat if you
plan to hit the lakes.
Flies: Your best bet is to talk to Mike at the Quiet Flyfisher, or
see Dick Brooks for a handout and more information.
License: Available on line at Utah Division of Wildlife Resources. https://secure.utah.gov/hflo/main/serv2/index.
html?server=serv2
Fishing Reports: https://wildlife.utah.gov/hotspots/reports_sr.php

For more information on southern Utah fishing in general or this
DFC outing in particular, Catch: Dick Brooks at (480) 203-9634
(either text of leave a voicemail) or email at gdubby77@gmail.com
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MAY 2021
Desert Fly
Casters
Conservation
Corner
JOE MILLER

DFC Conservation Chairman

Odds and Ends for May, 2021
DFC Trout Bums Outing on E Verde River, Saturday, April 17, 2021:
Jim Strogen and Joe Miller Hosted a DFC Trout Bum Saturday Day Trip Outing on the
E Verde River for Gila Trout, and it seemed that most folks caught fish, even President
Frank! We know Ryan Johnson and his sons all caught Gila’s, and nice ones, too, cause we
saw the PICTURES! We’ve heard rumors that Ryan was submitting an article , or maybe
just those pictures, for this very Newsletter, so look for them. AZGFD is still stocking
Gila’s each week, and the latest report is that SRP will start releasing more water from
Cragin Reservoir into the EVR next (????) week, so all that low, and very clear water may
be higher, faster, and a bit more turbid. Better Fishing!
FRIDAY MORNING 4/30/21 FLASH!!! Just found out Water Releases into
E Verde River MAY NOT Happen Until 1st of June, 2021.
Check Conditions Before You Go!!!

Black River Forest EA on the Apache-Sitgreaves NF:
EA is now expected for release in August Timeframe. That 94,000 acre Forest and Streams
Restoration NEPA covers many Trout Streams on the East slopes of Mt Baldy in the White
Mountains, with Apache Trout, Browns, etc.
Arizona Game and Fish Department/Arizona Trout Unlimited
Co-Sponsored Native and Wild Trout 12th Annual Conference:
This year’s Conference was a Virtual Event, with a 5 Night Premier Series that was just
last weekend. All the presentations are already available on-line on the AZ-TU Council
Website. Topics from Native trout in AZ: Gila’s and Apache’s, to Rio Grande Cutthroats
in New Mexico, to the Gila Trout Hatchery successes at Canyon Creek Hatchery (DFC
contributed to that effort, and was recognized in that presentation), to 4FRI Forest Restoration (DFC Conservation Chair Joe Miller organized a Panel Discussion on integrating
Aquatics restoration into broader Forest treatments), to a broad Update on things going
on at Lees Ferry on the Colorado river. It’s all accessible at AZ-TU.org, and click on
Webinars / News.

Questions?
Catch me, Joe Miller at:
jamiller101@gmail.com

Gila Trout Recovery Streams Opening for Catch and Release Only, May 1, 2021:
Grapevine Creek, Prescott area, and Dude Creek, Payson Area, are opening for Catch and
Release, Single Barbless Hook ONLY fishing on May 1, 2021 through December. There’s
Fresh Signage stipulating that on the streams, and I suspect that there will actually be
some conservation officers in the vicinity. This is a significant event, these are truly wild
native fish, born in these streams, and part of the long term commitment by AZGFD to
open these recovery streams to angling. Try it, but you’ve gotta do your own map homework!

East Verde River- April 17th....Good fishing, good weather and fun!!
Ryan Johnson
Family of Fishermen

Marcus

Nolan
Dad

Comments?/Questions? Catch Ryan Johnson at: johnsoncasa@gmail.com

We were happy to be able to join
the DFC group on the Saturday
exertion trip to the East Verde. The
location and date worked great for
me to be able to take two of my sons
on the trip. They were both skeptical about going and I had to assure
them they would have fun and catch
fish. I'm hoping they catch a love of
fishing. So I had my fingers crossed
as we departed. The location was
great as it was only 1.5 hours away.
Thanks to Jim Strogen and Joe Miller
for providing great instruction and
overview of the East Verde. They
helped put us on to some fish and
we all had a great time. With my
sons catching some fish, I think their
love of fishing has grown. Thank you
DFC!
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Fly Tying Corner: May 2021
YouTube Links with step by step are embedded with recipe.

We plan to hold a Zoom tying session with tentative date of March 9th (day before the regular March meeting). We will have a zoom
session on April 28 to tie Zebra Midge for Lees Ferry outing. An email notice should be out before newsletter to let every one know.
There are also plan for an open tying Zoom session for tying White Mountain flies. This will be different than past intermediate sessions where we tie a couple specific patterns. Instead, there will be multiple tyers doing their own favorites You can follow along or
tie your own. Expect an open forum for whatever the group wants to discuss.

Lees Ferry Flies
Zebra Midge • Thread
Midge • Smoke Jumpe
Hook: Emerger (curved) size 18 to 24.
Bead: Tungsten to match hook size
Thread: 6/ 0 or 70 Denier Black,
Olive, Purple, Red, …
Rib: Silver Wire (see notes about
thread Midge)
Wing: (Optional) Z Lon, Antron, CDC
Collar: Peacock, Ostrich, Fine Dubbing

Put Bead on Hook. Start Thread behind

the bead. Wrap down shank to middle
of curve. Then advance back to behind
the bead. • Tie in Wire and wrap down
to ther thread wraps stopped from previous. Place wire in material holder so
it is out of the way. Spin thread bobbin
to remove twists so it will lay flat when

Wooly Bugger &
Bunny Leech
Hook: long shank size 6 or 8
Bead: Over size – tungsten
Weight: Non Lead wire
Thread: 6/0 Black or match marabou
or rabbit
Tail: Marabou or rabbit
Rib: Copper wire
Body: Marabou, chenille or Rabbit
Hackle: Olive or Grizzly.

wrapping body. Wrap a smooth tapered
body uo to the bead. When finshed with
body, spiral the wire up to the bead with
4 to 6 uniformly spaced wraps. • Tie off
wire and ‘helicopter twist to break it off
without a stub. • Tie in Collar and wrap
or dub to cover wher rib is tied down. •
Whip finish and glue the head. (Only use
glue if there is more than a week to air
out before fishing it.

Ferry changed shades of thread
midge almost weekly after fish
became used to seeing the current
colors.
• A rule of thumb is to go smaller in
size if a specific fly is being ignored.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=QFAlXG_78Z4

Options:
Use antron, ZLon or similar fibers befor
tying in collar to look like a shuck. • Tie
in CDC before the collar, Pill the CDC
over collar as a wing case and leave a
tuft sticking up. Instead of wire, use a
double strand of a contrasting thread
for the rib. At one time, guides at Lees

Put bead on hook. Wrap non lead wire
in middle of shank – 8 – 12 wraps. Tie in
thread and over wrap the lead wire. If
time permits, coat with head cement or
clear coat and let dry. • Wrap thread to
tie in (above barb). Tie in marabou tail at
least as long as shank.

• Fish this over the moss beds. Down
and across. As the fly buries in the
moss, begin very short (popping)
strips to lift the fly into current and
then back into moss. Watch for fish
moving to grab the fly.

Crystal Flash is optional.
Tie in Rib material. Tie in body material
and wrap to bead. Tie in Hackle. Spiral
wrap back to rib tie in. Then spiral rib to
behind bead. • Whip finish and glue.

White Mountain Flies
Goggle Eye Damsel
Hook: Standard Nymph hook 14 to 16
Thread: 6/ 0 or 8/0 olive or black
Eyes: Black plastic bead chain
Tail: Dark Olive Marabou
Rib: Copper wire.
Body: Marabou
Head: Marabou

Blue Wing Olive
Hook: Dry Fly size 14 to 20
Thread: Olive
Wing: Medium gray hackle tips or
gray antron
Tail: Medium gray hackle
Body: Olive fine dry fly dubbing.
Hackle: Mediumgray Rooster Hackle.

A simple tie. Put thread on hook and to break off. Wrap tapered head in
tie in bead chain eyes with figure 8
front of Eyes and whip finish.
wraps. Move thread to over barb and
tie in tail and rib. If marabou is long
enough, leave on and wrap body
and figure 8 around bead chain eyes.
Spiral rib in opposite direction of marabou wraps. Tie off and helicopter

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=awC2l7mrjgs

For more information, send email to Bob Harrison harrn7963@aol.com or call/ text to 480 735 9743.
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Early Developments in Streamer Design
The streamer is a fly designed to imitate
forage fish upon which other fish feed. The
term streamer refers to both a baitfish imitation constructed of feathers and to the general class of baitfish imitations constructed of
feathers, bucktail or both feathers and bucktails. The origin of streamers is unclear and
probably evolved as a natural development
in fly design at some remote time in the past
as suggested by Schullery. Evidence for the
use of fish imitations in England during the
mid 1800's is documented. However it was
in the US that the streamer became a popular fly and streamer design reached its
richest maturation.

the same time was tying bucktails. However
it was in Maine where streamer design took
root and evolved to its greatest extent. In
the 1900's Alonzo Bacon tied the Rooster's
Regret.

Within the US streamer usage originated
in either New York or in New England and
"the original" has been attributed to several different individuals in the past. In the
1890's the Orvis Company of Vermont was
selling long shanked bucktails. Theodore
Gordon, the 'father' of dry fly fishing in America and the originator of the Gordon Quill,
in the 1900’s created and popularized usage
in the Catskills of the the Bumblepuppy. In
western New York William Scripture at about

depression era of the 30's.

SKETCH OF COMPARISON OF ACTUAL MINNOW
WITH BUCKTAIL WHEN DRY AND WHEN WET

His initial streamer flies were tied on hooks
reshaped from bluefish bait hooks which he
forged into a sleek shape that better served
the needs of his smelt imitations. He recognized the need for streamer hooks long befoIn 1927 Herbert Welch created the Black re there were any commercially available. In
Ghost. The golden age of streamer design many ways, Herb Welch can be considered the
and the peak in popularity of streamer- "Father" of the New England streamer.
soccurred in the years between WWI and
In addition to the Black Ghost, he also tied
WWII. Also in that time period, Joe Stickney a fly known as the Green Spot, or what is soproduced the Supervisor and the Warden's metimes mistakenly referred to as Green's
Worry and Bill Edson created the Edson's Ti- Pot. Some of Herb's other original streamers
gers.
include the Welsh Rarebit (sometimes spelThe Black Ghost remains as popular and led Welch), the Jane Craig, the Kennebago
killing a fly pattern today as it was during the Streamer, and the Welch Montreal.
Herbert "Herbie" Welch tied his first streamers around the turn of the century, a fact
he used as the basis for his claim of being the
first person to tie streamer flies. True or not,
the statement certainly adds weight to his
mythical status.

While not as well known as Carrie Stevens,
the undisputed "Mother" of the New England
streamer, and her famous Gray Ghost Herbie
Welch's impact and contributions are no less
significant.

Herb Welch can be said that he served
an important role in the development of
modern day long shanked streamer hooks.

Theodore Gordon, the "father" of dry fly
fishing and his streamer: Bumblepuppy.

Bill Edison (mid 1920's) and the Edison's Tiger
series of streamers.

Early 1900's- Alanzo Bacon's Rooster's Regret
streamer pattern.

Herb Welch and his Jane Craig streamer- named
after a vaudeville performer.

In general, as an example, minnows can be divided by type in three groups. The largest has no
pronounced medial line, but has a dark back shaded to a lighter color below. These would be imitated by streamers having a single color feathered
wing and a topping, or by bucktails having a lightcolored wing and an upper wing of a darker color.
There are many suitable variations in such flies, of
which the often used Brown and White bucktail is
an example.
Joe Sickney (mid 1920's) and Warden's Worry
streamer.

Carrie Stevens popular Gray Ghost a favorite
pattern of New England streamers in the early
1930's.
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Herbie's Black Ghost
When you see a photo of an angler holding a large trout, realize that in
many cases it was caught fly fishing with a streamer. It is the fall season
and a great time to pursue larger trout using streamers. Want to catch
a big trout, use a streamer! One more time…to catch a big fish…tie on
a STREAMER! Two of the most popular eastern-style streamers used to
imitate a minnow are the Gray Ghost and the Black Ghost. The Woolly
bugger may rank equal or ahead of these in popularity and use but the
“bugger” does not imitate a minnow. We will save the Gray Ghost and
more specifics on fly fishing methods with streamers for another article.
The Black Ghost is one of the most famous flies ever tied, has remained
popular among anglers who use streamers and since its inception has
spread across the world in many variations. This simple streamer pattern
lends itself nicely to wing material substitution, and is commonly tied
with bucktail and marabou in many styles and variations. It has been a
double-digit producer on our delayed harvest streams in the past year,
especially in dingy waters!
The Black Ghost is a classic American streamer which was originated
in 1927 by Herbert “Herbie” Welch of Haines Landing, Maine who lived
on the Mooselookmeguntic Lake in Rangeley Maine. This was just across
the lake from the world-renowned fly tyer Carrie Stevens. Herbie designed and developed the Black Ghost in the early part of the 20th century
beginning in 1919 to end up with the final version we know today. Only
Carrie Stevens’ Gray Ghost is at the same level of notoriety as Herbie’s
creation. Both are staples in fly boxes world-wide.

Herbert "Herbie" Welch

An avid fly tyer and outdoorsman himself, Herbie was also known for
his taxidermy and artworks. Herb originated the Black Ghost, but Carrie tied his streamer and other popular streamer patterns originated by
other tiers of her time, adding her unique method of cement dipped
construction and banded heads to all these flies. Carrie and Herb were
practically neighbors, he sold her flies in his shop at Haines Landing. The
Black Ghost origination pre-dates Carrie’s Gray Ghost by about six or seven years. The Black Ghost remains as popular a fly pattern today as it was
during the Depression era of the '30s. It is ideal for steelhead, salmon, sea
trout, and big trout fly fishing in sizes 6, 8, 10, 12.
It is believed that Herbie was the first to tie streamers on hooks that
developed into the modern 4xL, 6xL even 8xL long-shanked streamers.
He required a longer hook to facilitate his vision of smelt patterns, and
so used bluefish hooks as the basis of the new hook design. His reshaped
hooks better served the patterns, and the thousands of smelt and streamer patterns that followed.

Herb's Black Ghost:
https://donbastianwetflies.com
Suggested book for your fly fishing library:
Herbert L. Welch:
Black Ghosts
and Art in a
Maine Guide's
Wilderness
Hardcover – Illustrated,
December 15, 2018

Carrie was a milliner by trade, and she began tying flies in 1920, after being gifted with some long shank hooks, bucktails, and feathers by
Charles E. “Shang” Wheeler, a family friend and fishing guide client of her
husband, Wallace. Shang gave Carrie the materials and encouraged her
to tie flies. The rest is history.
Herb Welch originated the Black Ghost, but Carrie tied other popular
patterns originated by other tiers of her time; she added her unique method of construction and banded heads to all these flies as well. Carrie
Stevens pioneered cementing streamer wing components together in
the late 1920’s or early 1930’s.
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EDITOR'S NOTE:
Meet Layne "Smitty" Smith. Smitty has an on-going fly tying monthly column in the SunCoast Fly Fishers newsletter- Tampa, FL. My association with this newsletter led to communicate each month with
their newsletter editor, Bill AuCoin, among other N/L editors I've formed an association with. I've been
interested in streamers for over 40 years, and seeing Smitty's presentation of the Black Ghost I wanted to
show and share this with the rest of my Trout Bum friends. Thanx, Smitty- So...Let's tie one on!

Smitty’s
Fly Box:

The
Black
Ghost

R. McKeon, DFC Newsletter Editor

This was one of Don Coleman’s favorite streamer patterns. It is a classic freshwater trout
pattern that Don loved to tie and fish. It was created by Herb Welch. The Black Ghost is
one of the last remnants of the streamer tradition developed by Maine fly-tiers in the years before and shortly after World War II. Something about the black, yellow, and white
color combination in this venerable streamer pattern seems to make trout—especially big
browns—want to kill it.- Smitty
Hook: Daiichi 2340 6X long or Mustad L87, size 4
Thread: Black Danville flatwaxed nylon
Tail: Flat silver tinsel
Body: Black silk floss
Throat: Bright yellow cape feather (wide with long barbs)
Wing: 4 white whiting American neck hackles
Cheeks: Jungle cock
NOTE: Use CA cement (like Zap A Gap) and Solarez UV Resin

Tying sequence:
Step 1: Start your thread a heads-width back of the hook eye , wrap rearward to the bend of the hook, and tie in the
tail. Choose several fibers of wide neck hackle, align the tips, and tie them in at the bend of the hook. After tying in
the tail, return your thread to the original starting point just behind the hook eye.
Step 2: Tie in the flat silver tinsel and wrap your thread rearward to tail to secure in place. Return thread
thread to original tie in point just behind hook eye
Step 3: Tie in black silk floss then wrap your thread all the way back to the tail securing floss to the hook
shank, again return thread to original tie in point. Next,wrap floss up the hook shank in touching turns. After
reaching the tie in point, wrap floss back to the tail and again wrap forward to tie in point taking touching turns the
whole way. This will create bulk and a lifelike taper. Tie off the floss and trim any excess.
Step 4: Next, wrap the tinsel over the floss body to rib the fly. You can do this with your hands or (if you have a rotary
vise) spin your vise to rib the fly. Tie off tinsel at original tie in point and trim off any excess.
Step 5: Tie in yellow cape by the tip and secure with a few wraps of thread and a dab of ca cement. Wrap
hackle forward in touching wraps doubling barbs rearward as you go. Five or six wraps should do. Tie off
securely and trim away any excess.
Step 6: Thoroughly moisten finger and press down on top of barbs dividing them equally on each side of hook shank
so they hang in the throat position. Take a small piece of 2mm scrap foam, fold in half and “tent” barbs using a clip to
hold them in place for a couple of minutes till they dry. Once dry. remove foam and back wrap thread a few turns to
secure.
Step 7: Pair up feathers into 2 sets of matching tip lengths and then turning them concave to each other (like praying
hands), rematch the tips. Holding all four feathers together as one, measure so they extend past tail about .”. Peal away
any excess barbs to leave bare stems. With a pair of needle-nose pliers, flatten all stems perpendicular to wing orientation. Holding all feathers tightly close to the stems, lay them down on hook shank and tie in with a few firm wraps.
Make sure wing is aligned properly atop hook shank then apply a drop of CA cement to hold in place. Add a few more
thread wraps and trim off excess stems.
Step 8: Tie in Jungle Cock on both sides of hook shank to create eyes for the streamer. Trim excess stems and then tie
a neat head and whip finish. Trim off excess thread.
Step 9: Coat head with UV Resin and cure.
*Note: If you can’t find Jungle Cock, get a matched pair of church windows from a pheasant skin, put a drop of SHHAN on each then draw then one at a time through pinched finger and thumb, steadily blowing on the feather during
the process. Repeat as often as needed to get the desired look.

Comments/Questions? Catch: Layne (Smitty) Smith at: bluegillflies45@gmail.com
On The Fly Newsletter of the Suncoast Fly Fishers
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"I've gone fishing thousands of times in my life, and I have never once felt
unlucky or poorly paid for those hours on the water."
William Tapply "A Fly-Fishing Life"
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July Becker Lake Outing
Saturday-Sunday July 10-11, 2021

I think most folks will arrive Friday July 9. Feel free to
come early or stay late; this is a great time to be in the
White Mountains!
Please make your own plans for lodging. We highly
recommend the Rode Inn in Springerville for its close
proximity to Becker Lake, although there is plenty of
lodging in Pinetop, Show Low etc. If you want to stay
at Rode Inn, the phone number is 928-333-4365, and the
address is 242 E. Main St. Springerville, AZ 85938.
At this time, the White Mountains Lake Foundation
is planning on having their annual "Becker Best" event
the same weekend, and if they do, DFC members are
invited to attend the raffle and complimentary lunch.
Because of the near certainty of high water temperatures and bright skies, most of the rainbows will

probably have moved into the deepest holes in the lake,
which will necessitate fishing 10-14 feet below an indicator. It will really help having a depth finder (or hanging
near anglers that have one) to make sure you were in
the deepest water.
Size 18 midges and size 12 simi-seal leeches are the typical flies of choice, but squirmy worms and dog bone chamois leeches are also good
flies to have. I would also recommend having grasshopper and flying ant patterns
"just in case."

Any questions, please
call your host, Joe Staller,
email: joestaller@yahoo.
com, cell: 602-568-9431

It is time to start thinking, planning, and dreaming of our trip to the San Juan, especially after last year.
I just got from the river after three days fishing and it was a great time. This year we are doing two
groups again. Group one arrives on Monday September 20th and fishes Tuesday and Wednesday, the
21st and 22nd, leaving on Thursday 9/23. The second group arrives on Thursday September 23rd and
fishes Friday and Saturday, the 24th and the 25th, leaving on Sunday 9/26. Three nights lodging and
two days of guided fishing will be $718.00 including tax and double occupancy.
You deserve a great trip after a rough 2020.
Contact Billy Wingo at 602-451-9459 or billy.wingo@phoenix.gov or Billy.o.wingo@gmail.com.

2021 DESERT FLY CASTERS
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Frank Schettino- President
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Valerie Staller- Treasurer
Marie McClearn- Secretary
Outings- Joe Staller
Programs-Brian Foss
Retail/Books/Logo -Jerry King
Membership- Rod Buchanan
Education- Gary Hitterman
Conservation- Joe Miller/Dick Brooks
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
Raffles- Mike Monroe
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon
Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor
Member at Large
Dick Brooks, David Huang,
Charlie Rosser, J.C. Roberson
David Weaver
Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com

Keep the flame and passion of Fly Fishing alive for 2021.

Lees Ferry Walk-In & Float Trip
May 20- 23, 2021

Host & Information catch: Rod Buchanan
buchanan23@aol.com • Phone: (209) 815-0062

White Mountains Extravaganza Big Lake Outing
Friday/Sunday • June 11-12, 2021

Host: Joe Staller- joseph.staller@nxp.com • (602) 568-9431

Becker Lake Outing

Saturday/Sunday • July 10-11, 2021

Host: Joe Staller- joseph.staller@nxp.com • (602) 568-9431

Southern Utah Outing
July 22-25, 2021

Host: Dick Brooks • gdubby77@gmail.com

Mark your calendars for September
Fish the San Jaun River with Host Billy Wingo

NOTE:

A reminder notice for our Wednesday, May 12, 2021
ZOOM DFC Club Meeting will also be e-mailed to membership prior to meeting.

